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MOTTO 
Allah has beautiful plan and decision for us  
(The Writer) 
Truth will find its way 
(The Writer) 
The process as the important one 
(The Writer) 
Keep spirit, proactive, never give up, increase the ability and always pray to Allah 
(The writer’s father and mother) 
Raihlah ilmu, dan untuk meraih ilmu belajarlah untuk tenang dan sabar 
(Khalifah Umar) 
Berusahalah untuk tidak menjadi manusia yang berhasil, tetapi berusahalah menjadi 
manusia yang berguna 
(Albert Einstein) 
Remember, you implored the assistance of your Lord, and He answered you: “I will 
assist you with a thousand of the angels, ranks on ranks” 
(Al Qur’an chapter Al Anfal verse 9) 
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SUMMARY 
 
ARIFAH PRATIKAYANI. A320100068. REPRESENTATIVE 
UTTERANCES IN “QOMIK QURAN JUZ 9”. MUHAMMADIYAH 
UNIVERSITY OF SURAKARTA. 2014 
 
 The aim of this study is to describe the pragmalinguistics form and the 
illocutionary acts of representative utterances used in Qomik Quran Juz 9 comic 
by Edusarana 2005. This study uses descriptive qualitative method. The data were 
written text of representative utterance used in Qomik Quran Juz 9 by Edusarana 
20115. The data of pragmalinguistics form were analyzed by Anna Trosborg and 
the illocutionary acts were analyzed by Austin’s theory also added by Kreidler’s 
theory as the types of representative utterances.  
 The research findings showed that the pragmalinguistics form are 
downgraders: downtoners 5 data or 7,4%, understaters 1 datum or 1,5%, hedges 2 
data or 2,9 %, subjectivizers 3 data or 4,4%, cajolers 4 data or 5,9%, and 
appealers 2 data or 2,9%; and upgraders: adjective intensifier 1 datum or 1,5 %, 
adverbial intensifier 21 data or 30,9%, commitment upgraders 23 data or 33,8%, 
lexical intensification 5 data or 7,4%, and do-instruction 1 datum or 1,5%. The 
intentions of them are based on the types of representative utterance, namely 
focus on information: announcing  6 data or 8,8%, declaring 10 data or 14,7%, 
disclosing 1 datum or 1,5% , explaining 12 data or 17,6%, expressing of boast 1 
datum or 1,5%, expressing of getting angry 1 datum or 1,5%, expressing of need a 
help 1 datum or 1,5%, expressing of worry 1 datum or 1,5%, expressing of proud 
1 datum or 1,5%, mentioning 6 data or 7,4%, proclaiming 2 data or 2,9%, relating 
1 datum or 1,5%; focus on truth-value of utterance: affirming 8 data or 11,8% and 
asserting 3 data or 4,4%; focus on speaker’s commitment/ involvement in what is 
reported: confiding 1 datum or 1,5% and professing 2 data or 2,9%; focus on 
manner of communicating: hinting 2 data or 2,9%, implying 2 data or 2,9%, and 
intimating 2 data or 2,9%; focus on the nature of message: dictating 1 datum or 
1,5%; and focus on aspect: predicting 1 datum or 1,5% and recalling 3 data or 
4,4%.  
 
Keywords: pragmatics, speech act, representative utterance, pragmalinguistics 
form 
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